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Beale St. Elks ready for 33d Blues Bowl
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Shown in photo above is the 1970 Blues Bowl
Queen and her runnerups: L-11, Mrs. Erma
Lee Stidhum, 3rd runner-up Miss C. Nelms,
Col, George W. Lee, Mrs. Jana Cox Porter,

1971 Queen•Miss Renee North, 2nd runnel-up Miss Sherri Ann Chamberlain and Ms.
Dorothy L. Pointer.

For years I stood on the sidelines at Christmastime and watched the activities on the part of the
Goodfellows, The Commercial Appeal and The American Legion in the interest of the poor and needy of
Memphis.
For years I was pained and depressed for the
want of any concerted effort on the part of the black
people to hear a portion of the community's charity
load, when a large per cent of the needy were actually
blacks. I had the urge to do something about it . ..
to make black people givers of charity as well as receivers of charity in the Christmas picture. It has
been my conviction that people always begging charity with no charity to bestow . . . can never get very
far. So the Beale Street Elks were stirred to action
in 1939 and the Blues Bowl was born with three objectives: as a bestower of charity; as an incentive
to High School Athletes; as a means of perpetuating
the haunting folk music which comes in quick tears
and laughter straight from the unhappy heart of the
black man.
So when the long quiet day of November 27th is
done, the night will fall from heaven on the 33rd edition of the Blues Bowl all packed with humans, who
will rise as if out of a miasmic dream, to shout for
the team from the home of the Memphis Blues or
The St. Louis Blues. Dark humans, brown humans,
white humans will drag their souls up from the dusk

BLUES BOWL Committee members making
plans for this years' charity Blues Bowl
Game. Col. G. W. Lee, General Chairman,

covered stadium and sing out the blues beneath the
stars. Then a delicate flush of gold will come into the
eastern skies like the flush of a rose and one last
song will come rushing with the drift of the wind;
Memphis got the -St. Louis Blues or St. Louis got the
Memphis Blues and she is as blue as Hannah when
she drops her last dime in the collection plate.
For thirty three straight years the Blues Bowl
has served as a vehicle bearing joy and good tidings
to the humble homes of the poor. It has filled thousands of stockings that would have otherwise been
empty; warmed thousands of cook stoves that would
have been cold; it has played Santa Claus to The
;when the y
Daughters of the American Revolution
sought funds for the soldiers, and to the wounded soldiers brought back from the theatres of war. It has
yielded an average of from $8,000 to $10,000 a year
to underwrite Christmas funds.
I salute all of those who are helping in this glorious effort to make a nterry Xmas for the poor.
George W. Lee, General Chairman

RIMINI11111,
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ANNUAL 'BOWL OF' BLUES'
READIED FOR STADIUM
A "Bowl of blues" will be served up appropriately
on a Saturday night, November 27, at Crump Stadium.
The occasion will be the 33rd Annual Beale Street
Elks Blues Bowl Football game featuring outstanding
local high school football teams.
This years' edition of the Blues Bowl will follow
In the tradition set over the years. There will be a
full flowering of pre-game and half-time ceremonies.
There have been games during which the pre-game
and half-time ceremonies were so lavish and colorful
until many real grid buffs would ask, "What about
the football game?" The newspaper stories reflected
the Blues Bowl emphasis on color and showmanship.
But the football flavor has survived.' It has done
so despite the fact that W. C. Handy, Father of the
Blues, made an annual trip to Memphis for 17 years
to be the guest honor for the grid festival.
This year's game will pit the Carver High School
team against the Westwood aggregation. The Carver
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COMMENTS FROM THE GENERAL
CHAIRMAN OF THE BLUES BOWL
Of all the involvements that I am engaged in,
this Christmas Charity Fund gives me greater satisfaction than any of the rest. I feel that I have done
something for people who are in distress and living
in a windowless environment with no way out. I feel
that if I can bring cheer and gratification to someone
at Christmas-time it will be an increment of my humble fortune.
George W. Lee

*

*

*

*

TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS . . .
We sincerely appreciate the support given us to
make this charity game for the poor and needy at
Christmas-time a success.
THANKS A MILLION FROM THE MEMBERS OF...
Bluff ('ity Lodge No. 96
Robert R. Church Lodge No. 1477
Claiborn Lodge No. 1474
Anna S. Church Temple No. 695
Hattie Lee Temple No. 1095

*

It is a good cause to help the poor and needy and
; I hope that you will have much success.
Mr. Sapinsley,
Mateo Theatre

Monday
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and Westwood bands will provide the pre-game show.
'A "Miss Blues Bowl" will be crowned during
the half-time program. Also to be presented, will be
an annual feature of the Blues Bowl, Luther Steinberg, a 'local trumpet player, rendering the Beale
Street Blues, one of Mr. Handy's first and most famous songs.
' The Blues Bowl serves as a project of the Beale
Street Elks, to provide Xmas baskets and help for
the needy during the Yule season. Proceeds of the
game have enabled the organization to average some
$10,000 a year. More than $300,000 has been spent by
the Elks to aid the needy. Heavily laden city trucks
are a familiar sight during the Christmas season —
carrying Elks food to the needy.
Tickets for the game may be purchased at Goldsmith's Central 'Picket Office,-Home of the Blues. 147
Main St., Poplar Tunes, 306 Poplar, Four Way Grill,
998 Miss. Blvd.. Artist & Models, 315 S. Lauderdale
:St., Atlanta Life Insurance Co., 526 Beale Street and
All Elks Members.
Leaders of the 1971 Blues Bowl Committee. includes: Col. G. W. Lee. Mr. Maurice Hulbert, Sr.,
Mr: Frank Scott, Mrs. Jana Cox Porter, Mrs. Erma
Lee Stidhum, Miss Dorothy L. Pointer, Mr. Jimmy
Carouthers, Mr. George Whitney. Mr. William Thomas,
Mr. G. L. Gaston. Mrs. Frank Scott and Mr. Will
Taylor.
Kick-off Saturday night, November 27th, -tor the
33rd Blues Bowl at 8:00 p.m.

WE THE BEALE STREET ELKS
SALUTE MR. WILL J. TAYLOR
Mr. Will Taylor, oldest member of the Elks, is
the 2nd highest individual raising money each year
for this, Christmas Basket Project. He is an active
member of Bluff City Lodge No. 96.
Although Mr. Taylor has been seriously ill during
this year's drive, he has continued to solicit money
for the poor and needy from his sick bed.
He believes in what the Elks Organization stands
for and for the past 33 years has worked religiously
on this charity game.
COMMENTS FROM CONTRIBUTORS
We think that the Beale Street Elks' Christmas
Fund is a worthwhile cause and our employees look
forward to seeing the Blues Bowl Game each year.
Nat Buring Packing Company
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Mr. Frank Scott, Mr. Maurice Hulbert, Sr.,
Co•Chairmans.

•

Robert R. Church Lodge No. 1477 entertains
some of the Blues Bowl Committee Mem-

hers at Lorraine Motel.

•

•

We feel that it is a worthwhile cause and we enjoy
helping the poor and needy at Christmas-time.
Hubert Menke
Keystone Laboratory

Blues Bowl Committee members during a
meeting being held at Blues Bowl Head
quarters - 526 Beale Street • I.-R, Mr. Wallis
Green, Public Relations Director for the
Congressional Black Caucus, from Washington, D.C., Mrs. Valois Perry, Mr. Frank
Scott, Mr. Maurice Hulbert, Sr., Col.
George W. Lee, Congressman Parren Mit•

chell, Mr. William Thomas. Lt. George
Whitney and Rev. Greenwood. Background:
FR, Mrs. Elnora Townsend. Mrs. Erma
Lee Stidhum, Miss Ophelia Booth, Ms. Dorothy I., Pointer, Mrs. Jana Cox Porter, Attorney Walter Bailey. Jr. Mr. G. L. Gaston
and Mr. Jimmye Carouthers.

SAT. NOV. 27, 1971 - 8:00 P.M.- CRUMP STADIUM
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EVENING
MONDAY
NOV. 713

EVENING

00 NBC Nightly New.
30 Let's Make A Deal
7 00 Rowan & Merlin's
Laugh.In
o 00 Monday At The Movies
10 00 On The Scene Newa
10.30 The Tonight Show
12'00 News And Weather
12705 TV Chapel
TUESDAY
NOV. 30
8'00 NBC Nightly News
0 30 Great American
Balloon Adventure
7:30 The Funny Side
8 30 James Gainer As
Nichols
9 30 Doctor In House
10:00 On-the-Scene Newa
10:30 The Tonight Show
1200 New. And
Weather
12:05 TX' chapel
WEDNESDAY
DEC. I
6 30 f)ragnet
7:00 Winnie The pooh
7.10 All The Way Home
7.30 Mystery Movie
9700 Rod Serling's "Night
Gallery"
10:00 On-The-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 New, And
weather
12:05 TV Chapel
THURSDAY
DEC.

MONDAY
NOV. II
6 30 To Tell '(he Truth
7 00 Gunsmoke
8 00 Here's Lucy
8.30 Doris Day Show
9 00 My Three Sons
9.30 Arnie
10:00 Ten O'clock News
10.30 Late Movie
12700 Newa And Weather
12.05 Sig. Off
TUESDAY
NOV. 30
6,30 Olen Campbell Show
Hawaii
Five-0
7730
II:30 Cannon
9:30 Monte Nash
10.00 Ten O'clock News
1030 Late Movie
1200 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
pEc.
6 00 I Love Lucy
6 30 To Tell The Truth
7.00 Carol Burnett Show
SOO Medical Center
POO Mennix
10700 Ten Co'Clork News
10:30 Late Moyle
12.00 New, And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
THURSDAY
DEC. 2
6730 To Tell The Truth
7:00 The Bearcats
8:00 Thurs. Movie
10:00 Ten O'Clock New.
10730 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 814u Off
FRIDAY
DEC. 1
6:30 To Tell The Truth
7,00 The Chicago Teddy
Bears
7:30 O'Hara U.S. Treasury
8.30 Miss Teenage America
Pageant
10.00 Ten O'clock News
10:30 tote Moyle
12:00 Johnny Scott Show
12:30 News
12:35 Sign Off
SATURDAY
DEC. 4
6.30 Beaver
7'00 Bugs Bunny
7730 Scooby Doo
8:00 Globetrotters
8.30 The Hair Bear Bunch
9:00 Pebbles And Bum Bum
9:30 Amble's
10,00 Sabrina
10:30 The Pussycats
11:00 The Monkees
11730 You Are There
12700 CBS Film Festival
1:00 Early Movie
2:30 Taman
4:00 Wild Kingdom
4730 Perry Mason
5:30 Ness.
6 00 Hee Haw
7:00 All In The Family
7730 Funny Face
8.00 Dick Van Dyke Show
8:30 Mary Tyler Moore
Show
9:00 Mission Imposeible
10700 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Award Theatre
News And Weather
1
1 .35 Sign Off

23. Composure

24. Haste
25. Domestics iss
27. Funny
31. Camesio

43. Deeply

31. Cons. back
40. Golf gadget
41. More serssibl•
43. American Mundy
44. Rear of boat
46. Old card game

SUNDAY
NOV. ea
7 15 Televialon Chapel
7 20 Wee Game S Fish
7 30 The Lewis Faintly
8.25 Religious New.
9:30 The Florida Boys
9 30 Thai On, M•ye Show
10 00 Magician.'
10 30 Grumbling Football
11 30 Spook Mui-phy
12 00 AFC Foothill
3 00 AFC Football
6 00 On-The-Scene Ben.
6 30 World Of Dieney
7 30 Jam., Stew•rt Show
00 Bonanx•
9 00 The Bold One.
10 00 On-the-Scene News
10 30 Face To Face
11.30 Rollin'on the River
12 00 Final News As
Weather
,

•

46. Feline
47. Actress Wes+
44. Seeing organ
II. Musical note
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STATIONS

FM

DIAL

3:00 p. m. - .Football -

CH.ANNEL 5

•

SuPerargo 1:20 4:35

8.00

Valdez 3:05

6,25 9:40

Browns, Oilers

Sunday
Monday
12:00. - Football - Chargers.

8:00 p. m. - Journey To

Bengals

The Far Side Of The Sun

------Wednesday
7:30 p. m. - All The Way
Home
9:00 p. m. - Night Gallery

20th Anniversary
CONGRATULATIONS
to the
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
from

Thursday
7:00 p. m. - Flip Wilson -

8730 David Frost
7 .00 Flip Wilson
8:00 Ironside
9,00 Dean Martin
10,00 On -the-Seen• New,
10
,
30 Tne Tonight Show
12700 New. And
Weather
12:05 TV chapel
FRIDAY
DEC. 3
6 00 NBC Nightly. News
6.30 Lancer
7.30 World Premiere MO.,
9:30 The D.A.
10:00 On-The Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12 00 Midnight Movie
1:30 News And Weather
1:35 TV Chapel
SATURDAY
DEC. 4
6740 TV Chapel
6 50 The Mid-South Farmer
7 - 00 Dr Dolittle
7.30 Woody Woodpecker
8:00 Deputy Dawg
8:30 Pink Panther
9.00 Barrier Reef
9 30 Take A Step
10:30 The Bugalooe
11:00 Mr. Wizard
11:30 Talent Showcase
12700 Larry Kane
12730 Swing Shift
COO Time Tunnel
1.30 The Wilburn Brothers
2 00 The Porter Wegoner
Show
2.30 Ole Nashville Music
3 00 AFC Football
6:00 News
6:30 Prime
7:00 Partners
7,30 The Good Life
8700 Satueley Night Movie
10.00 On The Scene News
10 . 30 TV-5 Movie
12.30 News And Weather
12735 TV Chapel

Billy Eckstine guest
Friday
7:30 p. m. - The Desperate
Mission
12:00 a. m. - Zarak
Saturday
11:30 a. m. - Talent Showcase - The Messengers
3:00 p. m. - Football - Jets,
Cowboys
8:00 p. In- One More
T.
-ain To Rob
ni- The Jokers

10:30 p

CHANNEL 3
(EM-3:30 p.

(LM-10:30 p. m.)
Sunday
LM - Violent Saturday
Monday
EM - Poppy
Distant Trumpet

LM - A

Tuesday
EM - Shail2hai Story
LM - Houso of Bamboo
CHANNEL

10

Sunday

7:00 p.

- Nixon in The

in

White

House

9:00 p. m. - Chicago Sound

Meg79100
am

TV
Tuesday
8:30 p. m. - Take

Back

Soul king...

Your Mind
Wednesday
9:00 p. in. - Soul - Wilson

Our best wishes for many more
successful decades ahead
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2. 40 Sing Hi Sing Lo
3 00 All Aboard
3 - 30 Memphis Schools
4.00 What's New
4 30 Sesame Street
5.30 Mister Roger
8- 00 The Electric Company
6 30 Channel 10 Travels
7 00 The French Chef
7 30 This Week
8.00 Great Amer. Dream
Machine
900 soul!
THURSDAY
DEC. 2
1 40 Sing HI Sing Lo
3.00 All Aboard
3.30 MSU Workshop
4:00 What's New
4 .30 Sesame Street
5 30 Misteroger's
Neighborhood
6:00 The Electric CeLerlf
0,30 Channel .16
7.00 Thirty Mfairterffith
7 30 Week In Review
8 00 Hollywood Theatre
9.00 World Prase
•.
0 45 DIM LttUejohn

O 50 Devotional
6 55 New.
7:00 Cartoon Tim.
7745 Catith Bill
0:00 Jack LaLanne
0.30 Galloping Gourmet
9700 Dial 5 Movie
10.55 New.
11.00 Bewitched
11.30 Password
12 00 Y•1 Granam
12-30 Make Deal
1 00 Newlywed Gam•
1'30 Dattng 'lame
2:00 General Hoaoltal
2 30 One Lao
3.00 Love American Style
3 30 Timmle & Lamle
4 00 Dick Van Dyk•
4-30 Eyewitness News
5.00 ABC News

OA

SUNDAY
NOV. WI
53 Black History
7 00 Science ActiOs
7 30 Church
-00 Southern Chun%
8.30 Chriet Is Answer
0:00 Herald Of Truth
9:30 Oral Roberta
10.00 Ineight
10:30 Sacred Heart
10:45 Bellevue Rapt
13:30 Issues And Answers
12.00 Frees Coal
12 30 Ole Miss
1 00 Wagon Train
2 30 Million $ Movie
4.00 Sunday Ithowc•se
6 00 Lawrence Welk
7 00 The FBI
8 00 Sunday Night Movie
10 00 Thls Is Your Life
10 30 Eyewitness Newa
11.00 College Ftbl. 11
12745 Issues And Answers
o

EVENING
MONDAY
NOV. 211
8.00 Daniel Boone
7.00 Nanny & Prof.
7.30 NCAA Preview
8 00 Chicago as Mimi
10-45 Eyewitness News
II 15 Bill Dance
11 .45 Sports Challenge
12:15 Nightcap News

ni

br

TUESDAY
NOV. IS
6,30 Mod Squad
7130 Movie
9.00 Marcus Welby
10:00 Eyewitness News
10730 Wild Wilt West
11:30 Dick Cayett
1 00 Nightcap News

Ja

27

gi

to

qt
WEDNESDAY
DEC. I
6 00 Daniel Boone
7.00 Bewitched
7 30 Eddie's Father
8 00 Smith Family
8 30 Shirley %terrain'
9 00 Billy Cliahain
10 00 Eyewitness New,
10 10 Wild Wild West
51:30 Dick Cavell
1 00 Nightcap News

al

THURSDAY
DEC. 2
6.00 Daniel Boone
7.00 Alias Smith And Jones
1300 Longstreet
9 00 Owen Mar,hall
10:00 EyeWitness News
10 30 W11.1 W11.1 West
11 .30 Dick Cavett
1 00 Nightcap New..
FRIDAY
DEC.
3
ow
•nnielBi.0ne
..
,
6.00rD
7 00 Santa Claus Is Comin'
8 CO Room 222
8 30 Odd Couple
0.00 Billa Graham
10 00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Wild Wild West
11:30 Dick Caxett
1:00 Nightcap News
SATURDAY
DEC. 4
7 00 Jerry Lewis
7.30 Roadrunner
8.00 Funky PhantOM
8:30 Jackson Five
900 Three Stooges
9:30 Lidaville
10:00 Curiosity Shop
11730 Penn St. vs Tenn.
3:00 Wrestling
4:00 Wide World Of Sports
3:30 Talent Party
6'30 Dialogue
7.30 Movie Of The Weekend
9:00 Billy Graham
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Roller Derby
11:30 Fantastic Feature.

HORO SCOPE
scourto ,Oct 24 - Nov 221: Soma
teneion in the family circle becauae
everyone seems to want to do Anniething different. You would be happier
with friends. News from afar should
thrIll Yon.
CAPRICORN .Doe 21 - Jon 20
You may be a little disappointed in
a member of the opposite sex whom
you have wished to meet for a
long time. If you go shopping, concentrate on what you are doing,
AQUARIUS iJan 21 - Feb 191: A
day of mixed Influences, itou.,may be
concerned because you hagen't re.
c' melt a particular letter. The delay
VII l be explained by a message or
telephone call.

On Your
Radio Dial
AM STATIONS

DIAL

KSUD

730

KWAM

990
1070

WDIA

580

WHBQ
AVHER (ABC)

1430

WMC (NBC)
WLOK

790
1340

WMQM

1480
600

WREC (CBS)

.....

AidtALVIN MOORIE
'lltetvte Set4- 9 p.m. - 12 Midnite

1070

1 00 Toy That Grew Up
2:30 To Be Announced
3.00 Navy Film Of Week
3:30 Insight
4:00 What's New
4:30 Misteroger's
Neighborhood
5 00 Shelby County Schools
5 30 Performance
6 00 Civilisation.
7 00 Firing Line
8 00 Masterpiece Theatre
0700 Chicago Sounds

WEDNESDAY
DEC. 1

Miss Black Memphis
Headquarters
1880 Lamar Avenue
Memphis, Tenn. 38114
Name_ ..........

SUNDAY
NOV. 26

MONDAY
NOV. 211

Now For the Miss Black Memphis
Pageant 1972.

Channel 10

2'45 Sing Hi Sing Lo
3.00 All Aboard
330 The Big Picture
4 00 What's New
4 30 Sesame Street
5 30 Mister Rogers
6.00 The Electric Company
6:30 Channel 10 Travels
7 00 Special Of The Week
o 30 Book Beat
9 00 MEW
Workshop
9:30 Memphis Schools
TUESDAY
NOV. 30
2.40 Sing Hi Sing Lo
.3:00 All Aboard
3'30 The Religions Of Men
4700 What's New
4.30 Seume Street
5 30 Mister Roger
6..00 The Electric Company
6.30 Channel 10 Travels
7 00 Maliptierncle
7 30 The Advocates
8 30 Black Jounal
8.30 Black Journal
9700 Southern Perspective

Young ladies 17 to 25 register

50,000 Watts

WHI1Q-TV

CHANNXI0 13

by Deluxe

22. Worship

"VALDEZ,k
IS COMING'

They tort
his body.
Tkey boned
kis pner

WREC-TV
CHANNEL 3

I 55 TV Chapel
7.00 Today
7 25 Today Mid•Routh
2.30 Today Show
935 Today In Memphis
a 30 Today Show
9:00 Romper Room
9'30 Concentration
10.00 Sale Of Century
10 30 it'wood Squares
11 -00 Jeopardy
11.30 Who What or Where
12.00 on-Scene New•
13:30 Three On A Mateh
1:00 Days Of Lives
1 30 Doctors
2.00 Another World
3.30 Bright Prorate.
3.00 Somerset
3 30 High Chaparral
4.30 tinsel
5 00 On.scene News

v);:of,

ft0 oft

20. Eat sway
21. Pales

IL. Paces
35. Roof beam

DAISY

WMC.TV
CHANNEL I

e.15 Summer Semeeter
8.45 Above Clouds
7:00 Good Morning
7.50 N•we
8:15 Capt. Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Bewly Hillbillies
10:00 Fiftily Affair
10:30 Loy. Of Life
11:00 Where The Heart le
11:30 Search Yor
Tomorrow
12,00 News
12.30 World Turns
,
1 ,00 Love Is
1:30 Guiding Light
2.00 Secret Storm
2730 Edge Of Night
3.00 Gomm PSI.
3:30 Early Movie
soh NG,.
5 30 Walter Cronkit•
SUNDAY
NOV. 241
7 30 What Is Your Faith
8 00 Tons And Jerry
8 30 Groovy Goolles
9,00 Day Of DIscover7
9'30 Look Up And Live
10.00 Camera Three
10:30 Face The N•tion
11 00 Laurel And Hardy
11.30 Bill Battle Show
1:00 New Orleans va Green
Bay
4:00 Treasure Wend
5700 Sixty Minutes
6 00 Juvenile Jury
6 30 Sunday Night Movie
30 Cade', County
9 30 Stand Up And Cheer
10 00 Ten O'Clock News
10 15 CBS News
10 30 Late Movie
11 15 Miss State Play Baclu
12 45 With This Ring
I 00 News And Weather
1.05 Sign Off

41. Plant ovules
42. Touch

engrossed
Miesulti 11,669
44. Change
Perform
Eat
46.
Belittles
Printer's measure 49. Enemy
Mae• mistake 50. Rub out
Jimmy Durante's 52. 8..„ of light
proboscis
53. High craggy hill
37. Oek or •Irn
54. Prevent by force
39. City in
Washington
55. Born

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

IL Reconstruct
9. Flying machines
10. Assist
I!. Southern general
16. Tendency
It. Kitchen utensil

27all•ll
Wil
32
31

NORM:31C:

TV PREVIEW

5. Inspires
orrwonce
6. Tablet .
7. Hesitation sound
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•
215-,
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PISCES Feb 20 - NIA r 201: Get
all Important correspondence attended
to by by mid-day. Travel la Indicated.
Married people should find theinselves
In close harmony.
TAURUS t Apr 21 - May 111, You
will have more money than you
thought. Now is the time to treat
yourself to a email luxury you have
long landed. The social scene ought
to be bright.
May 12 - Jon 211: A
GEMINI
powerful social aspect in occurrMg and
you could find yourself drawn int0
all kinds of activities. Your efficiency
and results will surprise you.
An 'sARIES iMar 31 - Apr 20i
etting romantic phase for the 'Mete
of all ages. Older people might start
a friendship which quickly develops
into A mature relationship
CANCER tJon 21 - Jul 231: Yee
may overhear • conversation which
will worry you quite a bit. Try ER
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InTi.cated this evening Try On rive
some companionship to a lonely older
person
VIRGO lAug 24 - Sep 2317 You
are likely to meet an old friend by
chance. Romance is favoured and
news of an older person, a widow or
widower, getting married is Indicated
LIBRA (Sep 14
Oct 231: You'll
get to know an older person better.
and the depth of understanding you

tin:f
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SATTAOlt8l
rew l ;io3eot
or''roncs1t:nd
.ec0:
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17
askIng
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Iound peepie and their plans will take up much
of your time.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY: The first few
Weeks promise to be quiet. This breathing space looks like being followed
by a stormy period when nothing
seems to go right. You'll lain through.
and will achieve a better understanding
with one perion as a result. A Money
gain indicated tow•rds the end of the
yeas,.
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Georgia Black woman
leases service station

WDIA
goodwill
revue

4

ATLANTA, Ga. - A wutnan whose working career began as a 35-cent-an- hour
Georgia field hand has become the first black woman
to lease a service station
in Atlanta from American
Oil Company.
But operation of the station
on Cascade Road, just west
of 1-285, is only one of Mrs.
Fel cia B. Hill's business
enterprises. She already owns
and operates two convenien_e grocery stores - one
right next dour to the staton
- and she's talking about
further expansions.
Customers who meet Mrs.
Hill invariably go away impressed with her friendly
sulile and her genuine interest in them. Most of them
come back again.
That, plus her other work
ing experience since movin
to Atlanta from Meriwethe,

The 1971 Goodwill Revue
is Saturday, November 27,
at the Mid-South Coliseum at
8 p. m.
Chairmen of the Board
will headline a star studded
show that includes The
Honey Cone, Albert King,
Rufus Thomas, The Newcomers and the Ebony Web.
Advance tickets are $3.50,
$3.00 and $2.50.

•

The Goodwill Girls Club
located at Lauderdale and
'I'rigg will receive a $13,000
payment on a pledge of $40.000 made by WDIA to help
get the Club started. The
UNCF will also receive a
donation and both of these
will be made onstage at the
Goodwill Revue.

yie

WDIA's Goodwill fund also
supports two Boys Clubs,
sponsors over 115 Little
League Ba,,eball 'reams and
awards more than $6.000
annually in .ollege scholarships. Proceeds for these
community invol vements
come from proceeds of the
Goodwill and Starlite Revue
so plan to get your ticket
today.

MR. & MRS. NATHANIEL WOODEN

The Wooden's
celebrate 2d
The second wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Wooden was celebrated at the home of Mrs.
James Millerinet Thornton,
273 Mal•yland, recently. This
gala affair drew the attention of old and new acquaitances of the Woodens.
Music, a catering service,
and drinks of all kinds gave

Who's Who,
Miss Edwards
Miss Juanita Edwards,
1870 Freemont, M2mphi,
Tennessee was among forty
Lincoln University student,
who were sele.ted to appear
in the publicaticn. "Who's
Who, among Students in
American Universities a n d
Colleges."
The students were chosen
for their scholarship, participation and leadership in
academic and extracurricular acVvities. their citizenship and service to the
school and their promise
of future achievement. The
students are all cand'dates
or
ba.calaurate
for a
between
graduate degree
September, 1971, and August, 1972.

the guest.,.. t.e added lift this
affair was intended to ha‘e
given.
All
surely
fair
been

can
that attended
say this was one afthat shouldn't have
missed.

Mrs. Wooden is the
mer Miss Carol Thornton.
Mr. Wooden is presently
serving in the United States
Air Force.
Some of the guests were:
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wooden,
Mr. and MI-s. Wendall Coward, Diane Wooden, Mr. and
Mrs. James Green. Mr. and
Mrs. Lenore Wallace. Earlene Wooden, Mr. and Mrs.
Lundi Jones, Martha Port
er. Rita Young, Lynn Jackson. LaVeme Partee and
Barbara Partee and a host
of other well wick.ers.

Levitt in
all phases
of housing

20): Oct
attended
Indicated.
icmselves
211: You
San yea
to treat
you have
ne ought

Carl Covitz. vice president marketing for LBSEITT Levitt and Son's modular housing division - announced
that the first manufactu..ed
homes tave been installed
for the Troxel Realty Co.. of
Battle Creek, in Troxel's
Woodgate Village community in Battle Creek

31: Yfsu
Head by
red and
widow or
ndicated.
: You'll
a better,
ling you
!motions.
thunder.
Dec 201,
You Ii
ung pet,
Uzi Much
find few
s brenthfollowed
nothing
through.
'standing
.1 money
d of the

He said, "Every available
trooper will be on the highways during this Voliday
period in a concentrated effort to stop this needless
slaughter on our highways.
Every known tactic will be
used doing this period and
traffic law violators will be
apprehended and prosecuted."
Emphasizing that strict enforcement is the greatest
deterrent to Iraffir accident,

Routes to and from football games will also be under the watchful eyes of
State Troopers. Commissioner Armour said football
fans should leave the enthusiasm of the game at
the stadium and keep their
minds on their dliving. Ile
also reminded those who
always have -one for I h e
road" to make it "none for
tLe road."
The official Th'anksgiving
observance begins at 6 p. m.
24 and
Wednesday, Nov
ends at midniglit Sunday.
Nov. 28, 1971.

gorea1161111.11111NIMMI.

HELP WANTED
AGENTS
NEWSBOYS
To sell the Memphis Tri-State Defender

Wanted now!
Call 526-8397
Wanted at once!
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RED CROSS SPAGHETTI
COLLARDS, MUSTAPD

S▪OTILi

OR TURNIP

15c

FRESH TURNIP GREENS

Os▪errIli

0

PURETO RICAN GOLDS.

!

15c s41

SWEET POTATOES, MISS.
APPLE, PEACH or rOCONUT
200/. SILL
ACH

MORTON FRUIT PIES

QUART

49c

QUART

SALAD DRESSING
PLAIN or SELF P.ISIN

K dEi
A
i:
111SGWE
PRICES ARE STILL FROZEN AT HERFF
NEW

Prices

at

PEI OMEGA FLOUR
JACK SPRA I PLAIN or SELF RISING

CORN MEAL
•
s „LR,6,s-T pr,p
CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS

5-LS,

PSI Z'W PuRK CHOPS Lb. 450

LIMITED TIME ONLY
3-DOOR RUNABOUT

Includes ell Factory Equipment. Pas
talents are Inc 36 months Including all
Interest with credit aporoval. Cash price
is only $2090, Total sum of payments is
only $7192.20. HURRY, this Is a
otter. State and local lanes not included
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE IS 10.12.

2-DOOR SEDAN

5
$6A4
u

Per Mo.

A

69c

1..d.

C.P A:2,E A MLATY CUT-UP Le, '

FRESH FRYERS, WHOLE

1

WHOLE HOG

LM HILL

25c

V. CRIBBS PORK SAUSAGE

BANE REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
'66
'68
'69
'68
'69
'71
'67
'69
'70

•

5,950
No DO WI,
Payment
528 Josephine Street $15,150
$250
8 rooms. I bath, BV
Down
$14,250
264 Lillian Drive
$250
DV
bath,
1
rooms,
5
Down
$16,950
444 Marlowe
$100
BV
bath,
I
rooms,
5
Down
1157 East Ryder Place $ 3,500
All Cash
7 rooms, I bath, FR
Vu To Make No Repairs Or
Check
Utility
$19,950
5134 Vickie
6 rooms, ISO baths. B V 5450
Down

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
Long term, 745% Loans Available
See Any Broker

a

LR

99c

1 2 to 1 6-I:CS. WHOLE OR SHANK HALF

THE ALL NEW TORINO.
DINEDIATE DELIVERY.
TEST DIVE ONE AT
RUFF TODAY.

111 SOUTHERN BELLE HAMS

LB

69

SLI EFT.; END and CENTER C.Lit S MIXEL

QUARTER (1/4) PORK LOIN
----....
----_---------...„.....,

.'"11
-i.1:k

1485 Ga bay
4 rooms, 1 bath. FR

NUS ,
61/111

BRISKET BOILING BEEF

JIM MCDONALD
MOTOR CO.426
1
,

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

innei

tr

LEAN BEEF SI-4ORT RIBS Lb. 590

8480
Galaxle 500 H T
Dodge Coronet H.T.. 31080
81980
Roadrunner
Roadrunner auto . . $1280
Mustang V.13 auto . . $1580
Toronado Tape loaded $ $
8580
Opel Kadette
SAVE
Eldorado
81280
Datsun 4-dr. sedan.

•

Thursday Thrill Wed. live

and Sat.

9

7-37. PKG

A

0

HERFF

I

HOURS: Full Week's Prices (Am

BLUE PLATE DRESSEINO

ANTIQUES AND ART
FOR CHRISTMAS

: An Mlle single
ght start
develops

A visitor
our whet
surprise
give
Hp older

Armour said troopers will concentrate their efforts on
high accident areas and
direct special attention to
the .tighways during the
periods most accidents oocur.

'I'ennessee State Troopers
are bracing for t'-.e longest
holiday observance of the
year. State Safety Commissioner Claude Armour said
the long Thanksgiving holiday period was the second
deadliest holiday of 1970 with
27 traffic fatalities :worded
during the 102 hour obserance.

WANTED!

WANTED!

UNICEF PAM
What do we owe a child'
The Declaration of the Rights
of the Child states that "Mankind owes to the child the
hest it has to give" the right
to develop physically. mentally, morally, spiritually and
socially in a healthy and normal manner. UNICEF seeks
to transform these rights into
a living reality for all the
world's children.

A
V

For Supporting

211; A
rrbg and
two intft
rffIciencY

231: Yoe
so which
Try t6
there is
I. ruling
mot Post-

*au

Holiday alert
for Troopers

13ATTLE CREEK. Mich.
•- With the delivery of its
m a nufactured town
first
house modular units to a
Levitt
develope:-,
private
Building Syste ms, Inc.
CLBSD marked its expansion into virtually every
hoir.ing market, including
government sponsored projects and private development.

UNIVERSAL ANTIQUE
SHOWS and THE MEMPHIS
ECUMENICAL CHILDREN
ASSOCIATION

"Ueuck

LANA VERNICE BOSLEY

business along with her employees, Mrs. H:11 also can
draw on a weath.h of previous business experiew:e.
She spent more than Dv*
years with two leading convenience grocery chains, one
of which made her their first
black female manager in
recognition of her ability.
Her business and social
philosophy i., simply that no
one owes her a living, just
an opportunity to ,go as far
as her ability and energy
will take her.
Jim W a tkins, Amoco's
distri t manager, likes
dealers with her attitude and
ambition, and made a special
one
trip during the statio
grand opening to add his
personal best wishes for Mrg.
Hil's business future.

County in 1944, is what made
Amoco marketing representative Richard llood decide
she was right for the job.
While Mrs. -Hill has only
been running the station for
two months, the station's
operating records support
h:s decision. In the first
inerea,ed gasoline sales volume by one-third over the
previous high. And her second month promises to be
even better than that.
Mrs. Hill is quick to point
out that a good bit of this
suc..ess is due to the efforts
manager, Clyde
her
of
Green, an honor graduate
of American's dealer development school, and other
employees.
While she is working and
learning the ,ervice stat:on

0

KING CDTTON, MOP.RELL 01 ARMOUR SLICED BACNC.: BACON LB. 6.34

$AV-$UM SLICED BACON

k% 1
'71 GALAXIE 500 2-0r. Hardtop

71 LTD 4-Dr. Hardtop

59c rIt:

ONLY $195 DOWN
ONLY $195 DOWN
Sale $8138/
$31ag sale $9915!m
/ o.
/ mo.
Price
-r.i. Price

$2795

Loaded. Total sum of payments is 11330.4. payments Ira
for 36 months. cash price is 51145. including all interest
with Credit gooroval, Used, reedy to go.
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATS 12.13

F•ctorry air and power. Notes are for 30 months. iron of
payments Is 53145 611, cash price is t2795. Used, ready to go.
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 12.11

1

IMMEDIATE CLOSE-OUT ON
NEW 71 FORD CARS & TRUCKS

FORD

295 UNION
5254433

a.01
CEI
4J
1
/
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3rd World Media
services black
religious news

Rev. Dr. J. Stanley
to United Church Board
4.
•1
4
9
12
13
14
IS
17
19
20
21

The Rev. Dr. J. Taylor
Stanley. Greensboro, for 46
years a pastor in Tennessee
and North Carolina and forme:- Southern area executive of the United Church of
Christ, was recently elected
an honorary member of the
United Church • Board for
World Ministries.
Dr. Stanley is the second
Black so honored by the
Board, the oldest Arne lean
overseas missionary society,
ohich wa,founded in 1810.
Dr. Stanley served from
1942 to 1067 as minister of
the Convention of the South,
a conference of the Black
(-Lurches of the Congregational Chrrstian Churches
and later of the United
Church of Christ. The twomillion mem her United
Church is a 1957 union of the
Congregational Chri s tian
Churetes and the Evangelical and Reformed Church.
In 1967 Dr. Stanley helped
integrate the churches of the
Southern Convention with
predominately
white conferences u f t he United
Chunk throughout the South,

after which he retired a;
conference executive.
He is now at the age of
74, minister of Pilgrim Congregational United Church
of C h r 1st. High Point,
N. C , which is engaged in
a major building campaign.
In 1925 Dr. Stanley helped
establish Galangue. a misSion station in Angola. West
Africa. welch was staffed
by
Black
representatives
from Congregational Chistian churches and colleges
in the South.
Dr. Stanley also worked
continuously to int crest
Black churches in the support of overseas missionary
work. The churches in &is
conference furnished kindergartens in Japan. supplied
vegetable seeds for a leprosy hospital in Africa and
collected clothing for mission stations in various parts
of the world.
Most missionary giving
from the conference was
designated for the support
of the Galangue mission
ehice, founded churthes and
conducted a clinic and a

Minority report
By JAMES E. .0J-SBROOK
Some time in the distant
future when South African
blacks will have attained
status approximating equality in their native land,
the name 01 a white mar,
probably will be remembered there as the names of
Charles Sumner and William Lloyd Garrison are re,
membered now in the United
States.
This candidate for distinction is the Very Rev. Gonville- A.
french-Beytagh.
the Anglican Dean of Johannesburg. The outspoken, 59year-old opponent of apar
theid has been sentenced to
five years in prison for violating the Terrorism Act
and fo:- "Participating in
terroristic activities."
What the Shanghai-born
bachelor is really guilty of
is (1) sending money for
food, medicine and similar
help to the families of black

Jean Vance
is 'Miss
Motherland'
WILBERFORCE. Ohio —
Jean Florence Vance, a
senior eleinentary education major at Central State
university, has been elected
"Miss Motherland" in a
contest sponsored by the
university's Student Government. Miss Vance is
from Elkins Park, Pa.
As "Miss Motherland."
Miss Vance has won a
free f o ue-week tour to
Nigeria and a wardrobe of
African fashions. Her trip
will be part of a planned
group tour of Nigeria in
August.

South Africans who have
been jailed because of their
opposition to apartheid, and
(2) telling a growing number of white religious groups
that South African racial
policies are un-Christian.
• • •

South Africa's racist government has been concerned because an increasing
number of religious groups
are questioning apartheid
more openly. The police
have been snooping around
at these groups' meeting
and peote r mg various
members. The government
also has been expelling
foreign missionaries suspected of harboring feelings or
beliefs not compatible with
apartheid, and attempting
to find black stool pigeons
oto would betray any person — white or black — who
makes statements or takes
actions not favorable to
apartheid.
Charged with ten questionable "crimes." the plump,
white-haired dean was found
guilty on four counts:
1. Possessing pamphlets
belonging to banned political organizations, including
the black people's African
National Congress.
2. Encouraging violence
through remarks made to
the Black Sash.. an organization consisting entirely of
cihurch-going, middl e-age
white women who oppose
apartheid.
3. Urging a member of
his church to take part in
an "uprising" against apartheid. The specifics were
not spelled out.
4. Distributing money on
behalf of an English group
opposed to apartheid.
South African law provides that persons charged
under the Terrorism Act
are guilty unless proved inhocent, so the burden of
proof is on the defendant.
• • •

The two runners-up in the
contest each won thalf-tare
tickets for the tour. The runners-up are Shirley Strickpolitical
land, a junior
science major from Montclair-, N. J. and Joyce Etta
Adams, a senior sociology
major from Cleveland.
.• •
Judging for the contest
was conducted by a sixmember student committee.
Contestants were awarded
points for a written resume
and 300-word essay concerning their desire to_ be
named "Miss Motherland"
and a personal interview.
The personal interview included dress, personal appearance and voice and
diction.
The "Miss Motherland"
contestants will visit Nigeria
as part of a tour sponsored
by the rCentral State University' Student Government.
The tour is open to -all interested persons. For further
information on this trip contact William Swift at the
CSU Student Government
Office (513) 376-7(X31) or
Josept, Ogunmokum, chairman of the "Miss Motherland" committee at Hughes
, Room 306 (513)
r581).

Dean french-Beytagh is free
oti $14,000 bail pending an
appeal which appears likely
to be heard within about
four months.
But informed observers
are predicting that the dean
will be jailed next year to
show anti-apartheid groups
that the South African government really means business and will tolerate no
significant dissent to
apartheid.
Meanwhile the ranks of
anti-apartheid whites slowly grow and the South African government is trying
to get big-nAme
blacks
from America to appear
conspicuously and entertain
under the spyworship of that
jim-crow nation.
Paying short-sighted
American blacks to sing
and dance is no substitute
for the granting of more
freedom to the millions of
oppressed South African
blacks.
I am confident that t h e
Very Re v. Gonville A.
ffrench-Beytagh and other
opponents of apartheid —
white and black—will persist in thei.r opposition to
apartheid. Relentless change
will vindicate their opposition,

demonstration f a rm
agriculturai education
gram.

and
pro

A graduate of Howard Uni
versity and its Divinity
School. Dr. Stanley served
pastorates in Na shville.
Tenn. and Wilrninoton and
Dudley. N. C., before becoming a conference executive.
In 1 9 64 Elon College
(N. C.) granted him a degree of doctor of divinity,
the first honorary degree
given by the college to a
Black recipient.
The Rev. Henry Curt McDowell. the first head ot
the Galangue station. was
also the first Black elected
MADISON, Wis, — Paul C. Washington,
to honorary membership in
the United Church Board District commander of the Disabled American Veterans, eatches Veterans' Day at
for World Ministries.

the state capitol. Washington ;s
the first black to hold the commander's
post in the state. (UPI

tivilies at

Nixon program could create
more jobs for youths in '72
Citing youth unemployment problems, Secretary
yf Labor J.D. Hodgson
stated that President Nixon's
Economic Program
New
is expected to "bring a
better overall job market
next year with more job
opportunities for our young
people."
In a speech before this

Merit Employment
city's
Committee, the secretary
indi,ateci that the high
unemployment rate e xperienced b y A ni erica's
youth will be lowered as
recovery
eco n cmic
our
progresses.
Secretary Hodgson said
that today's youth unemployment rate "is about

Ford foundation to
increase opportunities
NEW YORK — The trustees of the Ford Foundation
have a u thorized a six
year. $100 million program
to increase minority opportunities in higher education,
it was announced today.
The program will have two
major emphases:
— individual awards for
advanced study to Black,
Mexican-American, P u erto
Rican. and American Indian
students;
— developmental grants
to a limited number of private, traditionally black colleges.

Although the Foundation
has been giving substantial
assistance in this field over
the last decade, the new
program signals a marked
expansion. Between 70 per
cent and 80 per cent of the
Foundation's total assistance
for the general improvement
of American higher educeHen over the coming six
years will be devoted to minority opportunities.
• • k

tional grants to traditionally black colleges. This
aspect will, we estimate,
absorb approximately half
the $100 million authorized
by the trustees. The program will not as54st all
black colleges. Given other
demands on an overall budget that has shrunk since the
1960s, the Foundation has
enough money to make a
significant difference in the
fiscal health and program
of only a few of these institutions.
"In accordance with each
college's plans for improved
services to its students, we
will provide support over
an extended period. Initially, we plan to work with
Benedict College Columbia,
South Carolina), Fisk University (Nashville, Tennessee). H a m pton Institute
(Hampton, Virginia), and
Tuskegee Institute (Tuskegee, Alabama).

Virginia S.
H.L.Willis
in Dee Cee

McGeorge Bundy. president of the Foundation, described the program as "an
effort to strengthen the
Foundation's c o m mitment
to the central problem of
American society — the failure to achieve equality of
opportunity for members of
PETERSBURG, Va. —
America's racial and culVirginia State College's Di,
Over
the
tural Minorities.
rector of Campus Safety,
past ten years, the Ford
Foundation has worked on
Hulon L. Willis, Sr., was one
many aspects of this probof 45 selected deans and
lem. We have aided organicollege security officers who
zations con c erned with
recently attended a fiveequal opportunity in such
day seminar in Washington,
fields as le gal rights,
D. C.
voting rights, housing, the
The seminar, which was
public schools, and economic
sponsored by the United
well-being. Such efforts will
States Justice Department's
continue, but higher educaBureau of Narcotics and
tion remains a critically
Dangerous Drugs, concernimportant sector in the naed the problems of drug
tional effort to help minoriabuse throughout the United
ties enjoy full participation
States.
in American life."
Willis, who works with
The commitment of some
the drug abuse program
three-fourths of the Foundaat VSC anti in 'the Tr -City
tion's annual higher educaArea, has been teaching in
tion budget to help minorithe area of drug abuse for
ties grows from an extensive
22 years and holds certifiprogram review conducted
Cates in drug abuse eduby the Foundation's vice
and
cation, identification
president for Education and
investigation from the NaResearch, Harold Howe II,
Enforcement
tional
Law
Mr. Howe noted today,
Academy and the Hopewell
Police.
Bureau of
"The trustees' action affirms
their belief in the usefulness
of work we have supported
in this area in the past several years, and it bespeaks
their convictions of the need
to
intensify
the
effort.
Therefore, we shall continue
and step up scholarship
and fellowship support of
black, M e x ican-American,
Puerto Rican, and American
Indian student,.
"Evin more substantially. w will expand institu,

He said he hopes "to return to the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
for an additional 80 .hour
of instruction".

Buy
Bonds

three times as high as
the general rate and over
five times as high as the
adult r a te. With youth
from minority groups, it is
even worse. The rate of
teenage m i n ority unemployment is twice as high
as that for white teenagers."
After listing our changing society, scarcity of
entry-level jobs, hesitancy
of employers to hire youths.
and certain aspects of our
as
educational system
harriers to youth employHodgson
ment. Se.retary
mentioned "a few hopeful
signs."
In addition to the President's New Economic Program the Secretary cited
several factors which are
expected
to help
bring
rldwn the high youth un-

employment rate.
In the area of vocational
training, the secretary said,
"The I. a hoc Department
is
promoting cooperative
efforts b e tween contractors, I a bor unions, the
schools, and communities
to bring the world of work
and the world of school
closer together."
On the wage question
he continued, "The Labor
Department . . . would like
to see a youth differential
in a new minimum wage
law— a lower minimum
people
wage for young
to make it more attractive
for employers to hire them."
Secretary Hodgson also
said that "in raw numbers
alone the (youth employwill be
malt) problem
less .

Dr Williams named
vice-prexy academics
BALTIMORE. Mo. —Dr.
Roger K e n ton Williams,
chairman of the Dept. of
Psychology at Morgan State
college, has been named to
the newly-created post of
vice-president of academic
affairs , at the Northeast
Baltimore institution.
The announcement of Williams' appointment was revealed by Dr. King V.
Cheek, Morgan's president,
at a recent meeting of the
faculty. According to President Cheek, the appointment
is effective immediately.
Meanwhile, until a replacement can be decided upon,
Dr. Williams will continue
to serve as chairman of the
psychology department.
A native of Harrisburg,
Pa., Williams has been a
member of the Morgan
faculty since 1948. A year
later, in 1949,
he was named chairman of the college's department of psychology. For a brief Period

during 1966, he served as
the acting dean of the graduate school.
• * •
Williams is a
m a gna
cum
laude graduate of
Claflin college, where he
received the A. B. degree
in sociology, and Pennsylvania State u niversity,
where he earned the M. S.
and Pt. D. degrees in educational and general psychology.
The Morgan "Distinguished Teacher of the Year" in
1967 also directed the College's Independent Study
Project for a number of
years. Prior to joining the
Morgan Faculty, Williams
taught at North Carolina
A. & T. State University and
Claflin College.
He is married to the former Beryl Warner of Bangor,
Maine who is the dean for
continuing e d u cation at
Morgan State College.
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LEARN TO DRIVE
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It You Have Any Trouble What so ever
In Getting Driver Licenst

Call
Tennessee !hiving School
BR 5-3600

Attention Churches
The Tri-State Defender seeks all news from church
organizations wishing publicity for their various
social functions It shall not be the policy of this
paper to (is a charge on individuals or groups
seeking publication for such publicity Our request is that news be typed double-spaced whenever
possible as handwriting is occasionally illegible.
Mtil that copy be submitted by Thursday of eath

week for the next edition. Pictures of individuals
or .small groups are welcomed also at no charge
and will be used at the earliest convenience. We
cannot guarantee publication or return of any copy
Or pictures, but we will try to serve you . . the
emomunity

NEW YORK — A federal
judge has dismissed .a motion for a preliminary injunction brought by the
Black Audio Network, Inc.
against Third World Media
News and its director, Charles (Chuck) Moore,. EcuMedia News Services, Inc
the parent organization, and
the Board of National Missions of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A
Judge Charles Tenney of
the United States District
Court, Southern New York
District, found insufficien'
grounds within the complaint
to place it within the jurisdiction of the federal court.
He f u r ther ruled that
Black Audio's claim that its
first amendment (freedom
of the press) rights had been
infringed. "a p pears frivdteus".
The original suit was filed
shortly after the announce
ment.that •ttfe- Soar& of National Missions of the United
Presbyterian
Church had
made a $33,000 grant to
EcusIdedia News Services,
Inc., a not-for-profit, tax
exempt corporation formed by twenty religious and
community organizations, to
provide news in the areas of
religion, education and community services. The grant

was for the purpose of estab.
liaising
a
general news
service administered and
staffed by non-whites.

Rev. Netters is
honored guest
The
November Club of
Monumental Baptist Church,
located at 704 S. Parkway
East, will hold their "Annual Friend's Day' program,
Sunday, Nov. 28 at 3:00 p.m.
The Rev. James L. Netters,
pastor of Mt. Vernon Baptist Church and his congregation will be the honored
guests.

Arizona U. crowns its 1
first black queen
— The
TUCSON, Ariz
University of Arizona
crowned its; first black
Homecoming Queen during
half time Saturday at the
Arizona-New Mexico football game.
Mattie Green,
She is
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas T. Green, 1848 E.
Miles at., Tucson.
Attendants to the 1971
queen are Gale Abell of
Tuccson, Celaine "Cece"
Bartow and Melissa Bramsen of Mesa and Gayle
Dekker of Hazelcrest, Ill.
A senior special education
major at the liA. Miss

Green was selected from a
field o f 6 5 c ontenders
through interviews by
members of Bobcats, senior
men's honorary society. The
number was first narrowed
to 11, then to the final five
before the student body
selected the queen by popular vote. Bobcats disqualified M i chael Prost,
Tucson senior, who sought
the title as a write-in candidate.
Miss G r een, sponsored
by Alpha Phi Alpha, is a
member of the Alpha Pti
Alpha Angels., an auxiliary to the black fraternity.

by Joe Black
Quite often, people develop their personal
pride and character based upon quotations they
hear or read. To encourage and inspire the young
students of Hubbard Jr. High, where I taught, I
presented to the school a copy of a prayer that had
been given to me by my friend, Baseball Hall of
Fame member Roy Campanella. I'd like to share
this moving prayer, by an unknown author,
with you.
A GAME GUY'S PRAYER
Help me to be a little sport in this game of life.
I don't ask fcf any place in the line-up; play me
where You need me. I only ask for the stuff to give
You one hundred per cent of what I've got. If all
the hard drives come my way, I thank You for the
compliment. Help me to remember that You won't
let anything come that You and I together can't
handle. And help me to take the bad breaks as part
of the game. Help make me thankful for them.
And God, help me to always play on the
square, no matter what the other players do.
Help me to come clean. Help me to see that
often the best part of the game is helping other
guys. Help me to be a "regular fellow" with the
other players.
Finally, God, if fate seems to upper cut me
both hands and I'm laid on the shelf in sickness or old age, help me to take that as a part of
the game also. Help me not to whimper or squeal
that the game was a frame-up or that I had a raw
deal.When in the dusk I get the final bell, I ask for
no lying complimentary stones. I'd only like to
know that You feel I've been a good guy.
with
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JACKSON, MISS. — At a
time when genera: consensus holds that most students are basi2ally unconcerned about and unaware
of the needs of the immediate community, students at
Jackson State College are
doing something to 'change
that image. They are delving
into community projects in
an effort to promote a better
rapport between students
and the ,ommunity surrounding the College. The
students are
i
resentlY involved with
rent Aide
Welfare Comm ity Project.
Parent Aide, a federally.
funded project, is unique in
that it is basically an "afterschool" project which strives
to meet the educational and
recreational needs of children from low-income families while parents are working," It is located in the
Jackson
State-Washington
Addition area and presently
cares for forty .hildren,
aced 6-12. It is hoped that in
the future more funds will
be allocated in order to accommodate more children.
Participants from Jackson
State are: Helen Harris, a
senior Sociology major from
Bolton, Mississippi. Patricia
Hayes, senior Early Childhood Education major from
Vicksburg, Mississippi; Clarence Evans, senior Music
major from Crystal Springs,
Mississippi; and Willie E.
Shoulders, a juMor Art Eduation major from Jackson,
Mississippi.

n author,

"If 1 hadn't made it as a
comedipit. I would have been
a phaniom bum," said comedian Flip Wilson. Now, he's
a phantom' comedian.
"I used to like hitchhiking and talking to the people
who peked me up and
entertaining them. I'd try
out comedy routines I'd been
kicking around in my head,
you know, just to see how
they'd work on an audience."
The routines worked, however, and because they did,
'Flip Wilson can no longer
hitchhike and try out his
routines on people without
taking the chance of being
recognized. But he tries.
"Where I used to hitchhike, because I had no other
way to get around," con-

TV
RENTALS
Color Portables
Free Delivery Free Pick Up
No Credit Needed

BRINK'S
TV RENTALS
327-5428
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tinued Flip, "now I have
done a complete about lace.
My one real luxury is my
Rolls Royce and I still get
out with the people as much
as possible — until they
re.ognize me.'
Last summer during the
hiatus from his NBC Television Network show, Flip
and his valet, George Whittington, drove from Los Angeles to Florida, making
stops wherever they wanted.
"Usually." Whittington said,
"we had our meals at truck
stops and we slept overnight
in little out-of-the-way motels.
We never made reservations
or anything, just kind of
popped into view at places
where the people never expected to see Flip."
"Once," said Flip, "we
picked up an elderly lady
walking home with a lot of
packages in her arms. She
got into the car and looked
around. Finally she asked,
'What kind of -car is this?'
We told her it was a Rolls,
thee she noticed the telephone with my name on it.
'Are you Flip Wilson?' she
asked. I told her I was and
she said none of her friendsd
or family would ever believe
her if she told them Flip,
Wilson brought her home.
'So when we got to her
house, she said, 'Now you stay right here so I can show
them.' Then she ran into the,
house and we drove away asC
soon as she got inside. I.
enjoyed talking with her,,
but her relatives and friends
might have treated me like!
a celebrity or something

1 OtI.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT

fh

. You'll never getere.1
digging a ditch, you're in the
Army now. . . ."
Those words, by Irving
Berlin don't hold much
weight anymore.
Not only is the Army developing an automatic fox
hole digger, but pay has been
increased to the point that
a new private makes as
much money, if not more,
than a young man or woman starting his first civilian
job.

9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
327-5561

y on the
layers do.

Breed. Joyce, 1,nui Alel.nder, and Rhea Calloway. Miss
DeVore announced her candidacy for the New York Senate
at the convention which was sponsored by the Gulf Oil
Corporation.

The U.S. Army isn't
what it used to be

Any rvpr insurance you need we hare terms
to suit
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e -"west"
This group of ladies got together recently to talk about their
respective careers at the Convention of the National Assoelation of Media Women at New York's Waldorf Astoria.
They are (botton
Ophelia DeVore, Florence Kennedy,
Alma John and Oretha Brooks. Top ll•r) Pity Stevens,

Life, Hospitalization, Disability, Sickness,
Auto, Fire,
Home Owners, Mobile Home, Motorcycle,
Garage,
Liability, Business.
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The Church of the Lord
Jesus Christ of the Apostolic
Faith commemorated the
20th Anniversary of the New.
ark, New Jersey Church
on last Sunday with a solemn
and impressive service ettended by several hundred
worshippers, h i g h-ranking
foreign dignitaries and leading civic offiiials.
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Bishop Shelton presides
at Apostolic celebration

Under the new pay bill
passed by Congress, which
went into effect Nov. 15
privates in the Army start
off at $268:50 a month. And,
according to your local
Army recruiter, through
rapid promotions, it's possible for a soldier to be promoted to E4 and make as
much as $323.40 a month
within 12 months of entering
service.
And, in addition to the pay.
at enlisted men get free

Flip Wilson plays
fantom with fans
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NO FINANCE CHARGE

Factory Rebuilt motors Installed on time.
Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
Paint jobs - cash or on time.
All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy payments, also insurance Jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 pair week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
1,
2.
3.
4.

COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD VOUCH!).

JEFFCOAT MOTORS
297 Vance Ave. Downtown

PH. 526-0373

and I was on vacation from
being a celebrity.'
A second phantom incident
occurred when Flip returned
to California. While driving
up the coast near Carmel,
he and George stepped to
look at the ocean view. Flip
noticed a knapsack lying on
a rock, but there were no
people in sight. He told
George to look and see
what was in it, thinking
about instances where babies
had been abandoned. George
found neatly folded articles
of clothing and fresh fruit.
"So I figured," said Flip,
'dhat someone would be
back for it. So I left two dollars and a note saying, 'The
devil made me do it.' Then,
again, we left."

room and board. "That's
worth quite a bit of money,
too," the sergeant explained.
The increase in Army pay
is part of the Government's
program to make the Army
a more attractive place at
which to work. "Basically,
we look upon the Army as
our place of work," he said.
"Each man has a job to
do. and when it's quitting
time, he leaves his job and
his time is his own."
He then explained that
mos, of the Army 1, sow on
a five day work week, and
that reveille formations have
been cut out. "Now, all a
man must do is be at his
job on time, just as in the civilian business world."
Living conditions have also
improved. At many posts.
soldiers have semi-private
roe ma. as opposed to the old
barracks of World War II
v int a ge. Dining facilities
have changed, too. Soldiers
eat at small tables, off dishes
instead of trays, and usually have a choice of entree,
dessert, and appetizer. For
those who do not want full
meal s, there a r e dining
rooms that offer hamburgers.
sloppy Joes, and pizza at
many posts.
Sports and recreation facilities are being expanded,
too. Most Army posts have
swimming pools, golf courses, tennis courts, full gymnasiums, flying and sky div•
ing clubs, arts and crafts

RAY HAI
MAKES YOU LOOK

Just a few weeks ago. Flip
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
received a fan letter from a
teen-ager in San Diego,
Calif., relating how much
her mother liked Flip's show
and how her mother would •
like to meet him. -Enclosed
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
was a book her mother had
written.

1004101110
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LICK BLAC

FASHION
RI CTS

centers, and mane other
recreational facilities. -And
of course the past exchange,
and
commissaries enable
servicemen and their families to get even more for
their dollar," he adde,I.
The Sergeant also explained that the Army is permitting men to pick locations
where they would like to
serve. "We have programs
where men can pick areas
in the United States, and
other parts of tie. world
where they would like to
serve," he said. "Of cour,e.
some of the more popular
locations such a; Europe
and Hawaii are not always
available, but most of the
time we can accommodate
enlistees."
Virtually every man or
woman who enters the Army
as an enlistee receives a
written guarantee 0: some
form, he said. "It might be
a guarantee assuring the assignment location, or t h e
training he desires. And. we
stand behind that written
guarantee.''
As the sergeant said "A
World War II veteran would
never recognize today's
Army. In 1941, privates only
made $21 a month. TAave,
Army isn't what the Army
used to be."
- —

His Eminent*. Bishop S.
McDowell Shelton, Apostle
and General Overseer of the
Church, presided over the
service which was carried
live throughout the world
via Radio New York Worldwide.
During the ceremony several representatives read
congratulatory messa ges
from their governments
around the world which in.
eludedmessages from Sierra
Leone's head of State, Slake
Stevens; His Imperial Majesty Emperor Haile Selassie
of Etiopia, President Wilham R. Tolbert of Liberia;
Nigeria's
Major
General
Yakubu Gowan: and Dr.
Kofie Susie, President of
Ghana.
In a keynote address, the
representative from the Republic of Liberia, Mr. T.
Siafa Sherman, Second Secretary, L:berian Permanent
Mission to the United Nations, hailed the Chureh for
its contribution to his country s educational and health
programs, and then urged
his fellow worshippers to aid
in Liberia's war against
ignorance, disease and poverty. "Ours is a developing
country," Mr. Sherman continued • "and I would not
hesitate to :all upon you to
make increasing effort-s in
assisting the aumandarian
work of the Church throughout Africa, and in Liberia
in particular."
Bishop Shelton has just
successfully
completed a
tour of Europe and Africa
where he :onferred with both
heads of the U. S. and Vietcong Negotiation Teams to
the Pam's Peace Talci: Ambassador William J. Porter
and Duong Dinh Theo including Liberia's Chief of
State. William Tolbert: Dr.
Kofie Susie, President of
Ghana, and Prime MM1ster
Abdou Diouf fo Senegal
Eminence !o9
e•ingregat on of the trials and
tribulations that iiiinfry.:id
the Church during its early
years in Newark, New Jersey. "During the first year
of organized Apostolic work

in Newark, the Church hueding was purchased at DO
Union Street. In the years
that followed, the building
seemed to get smaller or
the congregation expanded."
It was his idea to demolish
the old Church building and
erect a new one in its place.
"When constru_tion began,
many di f f i culties were
encountered. The site had
landlocked and the building
itself was to cover almost
the entire area." Bishop
Shelton explained that it was
a tremendous struggle pouring the foundations because
of a sandy field. To overcome this problem and provide the necessary stability
for the more than a quartermillion-dollars' edifice, huge
concrete footings were required. we used 6,150 Poliudi
of reinforced steel and approximately 175 tons of concrete,

October 3, 1965. Deputy Mayor Paul Reilly of Newark and
several thousand worshippers
attended the dedication and
Cornerstone Laying Ceremonies.
The Church o f the Lord
Jesus Christ of the Apostolic
Feet' is headquartered at
22nd and Bainbridge Streets
in Philadelphia, Pa. The
Church has branches
throughout the United States
including the Americas, the
Caribbean, Europe, Africa
and India.
The Church is also involved in many charitable and
educational projects. In February this year, Bishop Shelton dedicated in Philadelphia, the Apostolic Village:
a complex of houses for the
elderly. The Church maintains schools and local
youth programs and cooperates in providing help
for those confined in hospitals and other institutions.

The Church building was
compieted and dedeated on

Richard Roundtree, star of
"Shaft". has recently returned to the toiled States after
completing production on his
next picture "Embassy",
filmed in Bierut. Lebanon.
Mr. Roundtree, whose last
production "Shaft" was a

hot office smash, will make
se%eral personal appearances
in major cities throughout the
country. He will then return
to Los Angeles to begin production on his next picture
which is a sequel to "Shaft."
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from SEARS
by
Villa Jones
"Black 'N Bright" ... Is one of the big trends of the Fall-Holiday
season this year. At the sarne time, there's lots of color in the picture: Brights like red, orange, green -- rich colors like purple,
plum, wine -- even the beginning of clear spring pastels -- colors
showing up in combination with .black, in blackground prints, in
novelty jacquard prints, and in accessories, footwear, hosiery.
For sportswear try black pants or skirt worn with a colorful print
top, or with a bright sweater in solid color, bicolor or a multicolor pattern. Think of the layered look: Black sweater layered
over colored or printed shirt. Think of a black bodyshirt as a
foundation for adding a plaid or bright solid color skirt or pants.
Black-and-white. . Is also part of the black'n bright spectrum:
You can get that effect across with many of the new fashions in
black combined with, trimmed with, or accessdrised with stark
white --which is always dramatic.
The black'n bright idea come through in black dressed combined
with a brilliant color like red--or combined with striking background prints. Dresses styled with long sleeves. . And neckliness
high or low, such long dresses are actually this year's new kind of
"Cocktail", Party and Dinner Dresses the covered arms making'
the lengths acceptable for informal as well as formal evenings.
The long skirt. . in luxury fabrics like black velvet, blackground
prints, or even wools, is another very important after-dark fashion.
Taffeta is making a big fashion comeback. You'll see long`skirts
in plaid taffeta--featuring color on black, or black on white.
Top such a skirt--with an elegant shirt, blouse or slinky black knit,
and you have one of the smartest PM looks of the season-and
'again, wearable for both informal and formal occasions.
For all of your long looks there's the fashion trend to the long
coat, .especially in black velvet. We have in our store a stunning
collection of velvet coats((both long and regulation length)- they
come in several styles, with of without fur'trim: the last word in
fashion news. These coats give you a marvelous way to covet it all
so elegantly for the holiday seasons ahead!

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser

Fashion
Coordinator

YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

Sears Crosstown

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.,. ST. LOUIS
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TLeMoyne President welcomes
Community Ed. Committee
By ISAAC TAYLOR
( Rahman Kishwa)
The Continieng Educauon
Committee (CEC) which
projects a thrust of "one
people, one aim, one destiny of African people," held
its first Black Unity Conference at Lemoyne-Owen
College, on Saturday, November 13. 1971.
It is unfortunate .hat the
two so-.stied Black radio
stations, WDIA and WLOK
refused to promote fully the
Black Unity Conference.
for they denied the Black
listening. audience the opportunity of obtaining information which is sod was
most r e levant to their
whole existence in the Black
Memph:s community.
The Black Unity Conference was the launching pad
for a continuing education
program to be instituted by
the
Continuing Education
Committee a t
L emoyneOwen College.
Having heard of our efforts to obtain unity among
Black people in 'Memphis
and to establish a continuing edmat:on program
for
here, Sister
Blacks
Queen Mother Moore. a very
effective representative of
the "Congress 'of African
People" and the Republic of
New Africa: Les Campbell.
Headmaster o f "U huru
Sasa" an independent Black
School system of Brooklyn.
New York, and Dr. Abdul
Alkalimat (Gerald McWorter), Professor of Social
Studies, Fisk
University,
came to
M emphis immediately to join with us.
the CEC group. and President Odell Horton come to
make sure that .we take the
correct road towards our
goal.
-In addition. the Bla,-k artists of Memph:e) made et•
artist;c move on the student
Union Building at Lemoyn.,Owen. the site of the Black
Unity Conference, to se; a
heavy serious mood for the
conference.
From all quarter: of Black
Memphis. high e chectis,
Dophwe House, and colleges
came
Black
arests
the
with their Black revolutionary vcrks. If there was any
doubt, their art layouts radiated that we are an African people.
In
on unpreeendentei
move for Bla .k College
Presidents. Pre•ident Horton gave the welcome for
the conference and remained
throughout the day to hold
the continuity of the gathering intact. Unfortunately. the
Black student body and staff
members of the Black college were notieeably absent.
leaving the head of the col-

•••

lege in a serious atmosphere
Mg of our community in orwhich pointed out this grave
der to restore our people to
contradiction.
their tradittonal greatness;
The Continuing Education (6) Kuumha (creativity) to
Committee s t resses that
do always as much as we
perhaps more than anything
can, in the way we can in
else, the lack of basic
order to leave our commuanalytical skills plague the
nity
more beautiful and
Black community. The high
beneficial than when we inrate of instability on the
herited It: (7) Imam (faith)
part of Blacks stems from
to believe with all our heart
the fact that we are being
in our parents (elders), our
victimized by people of the
teachers, our leaders. our
system who are in possespeople, and the righteousness
sion of these -skills.
and victory of our struggle.
The objectives of the eonIn summary what Brother
fererLe, were (1) to analyze
Les Campbell was saying
the need for Black people to
was tha, education must .ecome a tool for our liberarelate totally and visably to
the struggle for the liberation. In the final analysis,
"If you are not part of the
tion of the Black mind so
solution, you must be part
that it may assert itself inof the problem." If educadependently and erodutivethe
tion
does not have as its
Ey in the interest of
highest aim the freedom of
Black masses. (2) to define
our people, what value is it?
and discuss ways of eliminCutting at what he conaline p s yehological road
sidered was the most crublocks to Black unity so
cial and basic problems of
that Black people will be
Black people. Brother Abequipped to deal with all
dul Alkalirnat struek deep
roail blocks to freeeone
Campbell's.
into the Black abyss of the
Brother Les
roadblocks to Black unity.
Headmaster of Uhura Sasa
the confrontations of personSchool. New York, conclual opinions and superficia!
sions were that the existing
,onflicts. and attempted to
educational system (Public,
to
raise the strreel as
Religious and Pris ate) is
a level where they could
bankrupt and ,annot meet
depersonalize
the needs of our people for
In short, as he pointed
a proper education. Conseneed
to
out in his workshop. Black
quently. there is a
people need to learn how (1)
create a completely new
educational
relevant
to- gather facts. (2) to anaand
lyze facts. (3) to give opinsystem for our people in this
ion on the analysis of the
country. a system ,hat will
fact. and (4) to commit
eliminate the injustices and
themselves to the consensus
miseducation in the existof opinion on the analysis.
ing educ ational System
urged the
He s t rongly
creating a strong basis for
group to meet continually
change in the lives of our
for further analysis 'of probpeople. However, the new
lems.
educational system that will
Dr. Abdul also represents_
eventually lead to the deas Headmaster, the IndevelopMent of a New Black
pendent Peoples College of
man who can 4eal with the
and
Nashville. Tennessee
reality of his environment.
the underlying foundation of
The foundation ef this new
which is that education is
edmational system rest on
concrete
principals
the training to use all one's
seven
knowledge for the benefit
the
which
s t ems from
and survival of all Black
branches of our African culpeople as a group and this
ture are (1) Umoja (unity)
will, in turn, help each perto strive for and maintain
son within the group.
unity in the new family,
The _ommune, the cemer
community. naeon and ra:e:
of activity for the People:
(2) Kujichangulia (s e 1College g r o up, operates
determinatien t to define ouraround teaching t) Who we
selves, instead of being deare — an African people,
fined and spoken for by
the History of that Identity,
others; (3) Ujima (collective
(2) What we are fighting for
work and responsibility) to
Land. Independence, (3)
build and maintain our comWho we must identify with
munity together and to make
our brothers and sisters' -- — Black heroes, images,
zoncepts. (4)
and
their
proble.rs our problems and
Where our loyalty must lie
to solve them together: (4)
— with Black people living
Ujamaa ( .o-eperaeve ecoby Black values. (51 What
nomics) to build -and mainLearning to
must be done
tain our own stores. shops
plan strategy, problem solvand other businesses and to
ing, nation building techprofit together from ttrem:
to
niques, and learning
(5) Nia (purpose) to make
work in the interest ef Afas our crective vocation
rican people. (6) How to do
the building and develop-

olaboyau Buchingi of the Uhuru Sasa School
in N.Y., James Mock (moderator of CEC
program and MA; studenfe Queen Mother
Moore (guest speaker from Pan African
Conference and Rep. of New Africa), and

Lett to right, D'Army Bailey (Cali:. councilman), Congressman Parren Mitchell tone
of the evening speakers), Rep. Haro:d Void,

Judge Odell Ho in (Pres. LeIgloyne-Owen
college), discuss the days activities after
Queen Mother Moore had been presented
with a bouquet of roses by the students of
the South Side Afro-American Club.

Judge Odell Horton, and Squire Walter
Bailey are seen here leaving the ant teen .
session of the conference program.

it — Formation of strong
Black personalities, learning to work with each other and learning and developing skills, and (7) That the
destinies of all Black people
are inse parately linked
whether we are North, Central, South America, the
West Indies, Europe or our
motherland, Africa which is
the basis of our unity, Solidarity and I nternational
struggle for freedom.
Backdropping these two
committed r e volutionaries,
Dr. Abdul and Brother Les
Campbell, was Queen Mother Moore, committed to the
revolutionary struggle for
more t h an fifty years,
Queen Mother hastened to
Memphis u,pon hearing that
we needed help at the Black
Queen
Unity
Conference.
Metther has lived a peculiar
life of personal tragedy
which ring the crown of her
mind with an endless bur
den. Being herself miseducated at an early age she
fought many suc.-essful battles for everybody except
her own people. Integration.
zionism. cortimunisin and all
the rest of the isms, except
blackism, of
her
carls
womanhood era caught hold
of her anti threw her into the
international
numbers
games and about the time
the isms let her> feet touch
the ground again. the Jews
had taken over all the Black
ball games combined with
the concessions and had
built the state of Israel. All
her people got out of it was
Jackie Rebinson and an int.
prisoned 'Africa.
Queen Mother re,alls that
she was fighting so bard for
the Zionist cause until she
was not aware, of the damage she was doing to her
own children, whfie-stte
always proud when she
a little Jewish child learn
ing about his -culture. Queen
Mother is racing against
time at seventy-three year,
of age to make up for the
damage she has done le
Black children and B leec k
people for so many years.
Realizing the d amage
that a woman and a mother
can do to a race of people,
Queen Mother Moore repeatedly pressed hard on members in attendance for total
commitment to the struggle
for the benefit of our children and the unborn. Feverishly, she raked the audien.e
for total destruction of the
single person for total submission to the 'group. Correctly. -she insisted that the
individual raise his mind to
a level of group awareness.
On a final note Queen
Mother called on the Black
principals and teachers to
release the death hold that
they had on Black children
and to get together with
other Black people and share
their mental and physical
resources for the liberation
of Black people.
James Mock, the moderator of the Unity Conferelite. and Jim Lawson, a
local minister, added to the
continuity of the program
Both, being informed about
the program on short notice. quickly picked up on
the vibrations of the day and
fell in tune, Lawson doing
the analysis of the city and
Mock summing -up the program at intervals.
To add more thrust to the
day Attorney and Squire
Walter
L. B a iley, Jr.
dropped in with a delegate
of local and ,out of state
Black elected officials. Congressman
M itc hell and
Darmy Bailey stressed the
point that all Black -people
must fall ba,k -on each other
and become self-reliant.
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WASHINGTON — (UPI i
— President Nixon appointed Thomas B. Curtis, a for
mer Congressman from Mis
souri, to head a 14-member
hoard to make recommends
lions on rents and other
landlord-tenant matters during government economic
controls.
The rent advisory board
will have no real power but
will provide advice to the
price commission on matters
involving rents. The commission has deferred most
rent matter: pending appointment of the board.
Curtis, a Republican
now vice president and general counsel tt; En -cloped)a
Britannica. He repeeeented
a St. Louis district in the
House from 1950 to 1539
The board members include
four hesd,;e; Curt- ;
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It was the end of the baseball
season and the subject was pitchers as candidates for the most valuable player award. Frank Robinson, first man to win MVP in both
major leagues, was asked hilt opinion. Unhesitatingly, with specific
reference to Vida Blue, he gave it.
"I can't win the Cy Young
Award," Robinson said. "Why
should he be able to win my award?
I play every day. He plays once
a week."

It was an old argument and Robinson stated the
case :well. For years, many baseball observers, n o t
to miantion players themselves, have thought it unfair :to permit a pitcher to compete for both
awards.
Byt, as the world knows now, Vida Blue has won
both the Cy Young and MVP awards in the American
Leagiie for 1971. He is the youngest player, at age
22, ever to win both awards. Only live pitchers have
scored this double: Don Newcombe, the Brooklyn !
Dodger star did it first in 1958 and was followed
by Sandy Koufax (1983), Bob Gibson and Denny McLain (1968).
Newcombe was the first of all Cy Young Award
winn&s, It is interesting to note that three of the
aforementioned five super winners are black.
Generally speaking, this writer sides with Frank
Robinson on the subject of pitchers winning both
Cy Young and MVP awards. That is to say, I believe the every-day player should not be beaten out
of an award by a part-time performer. Yet the very
term, "most valuable player," establishes a conflict
in thought: If a pitcher is, indeed, the most valuable
player, why should he be barred from winning the
award? The Cy Young Award merely establishes
him as the best pitcher, not necessarily the MVP.
In that context, it Is almost impossible to take
a convincing stand against Vida Blue in the American
League '71. He won 24 games and lost only eight.
Seventeen of his victories were posted during the
first half of the season when his team, the Oakland
Athletics, established an unbeatable lead In the
American League West. Blue's earned-run average
was a fancy 1.82; he completed 24 games; he struck
out 301 batters. But the key point is this: He, more
than any other player, was responsible for the Athletics' winning divisional record.
Blue was equally potent at the box-office. The
Athletics averaged 12,000 fans for games in which
Blue was not a scheduled performer. They aceraged
22,000 fans for games in which he was the scheduled.--starter. Blue, thus, was the most valuable property,
as well as player, in the American League.
Blue had no serious challenger in the MVP
.race, winning with 268 points to 182 for his teammate, Sal Bando, who did good work for Oakland.
But Bando hit only .271. With that sort of an average,
the winner'of MVP should make every hit a homer.

JP.
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Alabama nixes
grid invitatioA
from Tuskegee
Tuskegee Institute Presianden's. Dr. L. H. Foster, Innoubced that Tuskegee
Alastitirte is shocked that h:ss
bansa State University
tit.e
declined to participate in
Thrksgiving Day Football
be
Classic, scheduled to
in
plai1ed by the two schools
10mi/ornery on November
both
25,.1971. In May 1971,
Alabama State University
In
anct, Tuskegee Institute
dueled 't h e Thanksgiving
printed
Da; Game on their
and
1971 footbali—echeduies
Commisfiled these with the
sioser of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conferenc.c. The game was listed
on the trash p rehensive
schedule : ptshaed by the
Cot1ferenen. 'Yids football
series wet developed jointly
by ;Alabama Stets University
In.
anti Tuskegee Institute
. continued uninterrupted
has
for. 47 years and has afforded:much pleasure to sport-s
fans, students, alumni and
statf of the two. histitutions.
Tuskegee-- InstiUste believes
by
the; reason for this action
Alabama State University is
relhted entirely to the Mumciat terms under wtAch the
coolest is played. In the
ea& years, proceeds were
ditled equally between the
two. institutiang. In recent
Yeits this formula has been
chriged at tpe urging of
Alabama State' University,
n
in recognition of certai'
Homecoming aspects of the
game so as to provide Ala:sama State University a

larger share of the net proceeds. In 1970 Alabama
2%
/
State received 571
2%, A I a/
and Tuskegee 421
bama State University requested that Tuskegee Institute agree to the University's receiving 65% and 'Itskegee's receiving 35% for the
1971 game.
Tuskegee Institute agreed
several days ago to these financial terms for the current
year, inasmuct as Tuskegee
did not wish at this late date
to see the series terminated
because of a financial misunderstanding. On the basis
of negotiations on Monday,
November 8, Tuskegee Institute was advised by Alabama State University that
it would enter a three-year
contract on a 85-35 basis for
the 1971 and 60-40 for 1972
and 1973. Tuskegee is still
willing to play the Thanksgiving game on this basis.
Tuskegee Institute does
not know at this time what
effect the unilateral action
of Alabama State University
to withdraw from the Ala.
barns State-Tuskegee
Thanksgiving Classic will
have on the ability of the twO
Institutions to fulfill their

mutual

a
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elegant 'Mediterranean'
6-shelf designer unit

88

After sole
price 49.97

What every hardworking dad deserves...this
handsomely designed, mon-size comfort recliner.
Framed in hardwood. Reinforced at all critical
points. Heavy clothbock expanded vinyl cornea
in a choice of block, old, green, cel

After sole
price 29.99

Mediterranean or traditional
style wonder bar

229,

After sale
price 34.97

Mediterranean - in distressed dark oak finish
with authentically detailed hardware. Center
opening doors reveal set
of three 25 oz. decanters
and four highball glasses

Use as wall unit, bookcase or room divider! Wolnui
grained on steel with authentic filigreed panels aria
hammered finials with the look of wrought iror
24" W. x 76" H. x 12" D. Simple to assemble.

797

Traditional - sculptured
in mellow walnut finish.
Authentic look hardware.
Includes three 25 oz.
decanters and 4 highball
glasses.

4

After sale
price 14,97

After sale
price 12.97

Exciting choice of modern and Ira
tional chino bases. With washable oofyester or fabric over parches/sill
shades. White, green, orange, morel

spectacular gift

save

9.98

free standing
-,..„01 cylinder cage

finds

137
Tray.
-Off
Is
.....
Lift
......................
With
.....................................97
Anodized Smoker
is/
Valet
price 1.99
Chair
sale
After
Upholstered .........................
....................
Men's Vinyl
24.97
price
sale
........................1997
After
Pad
...................................
COnVert-A-Crib With
price 23.97
"
Swing .....................7
......................
After sale Swyngoma
......................
tic Baby
famous 9.97
97
price
VI/Pad ..................... 4
la
......................
Carrier
......................
After sale
Adiustable Infant
After sale price

After sole

Adjust to 32" high.
Sturdy metal with
chrome plated foot rest.
Upholstered in black,
avocado or tangerine
vinyl.

21" toll charming reproduction of antique
stove. Black cast metal
with gold accents. Fruitwood column. Amber
glass ashtray.

36 to 37" glazed
china table lamps

597

price 24.97

1

4After sale
price 21.97

lti

save $3.

9

Foam padded cover.
basket drawers.
Tubular.chrome legs
with rubber tips. 36"
H. 18x36" W. when
open. Folds to
18x18". White.

After sale
price 12.99

Stands 15" tall. Th.
'Granada'
complete.
with furnishings for one
or more birds. White,
avocado or orange with
tubular legs. 15" Dia.

After sole
price 4.27

S

Colorful play-board, 4 finished rocks,
100 polished hardwood playing tiles
with letters & numbers. For all ages.
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Super skill
mystery puzzles.
makes the steel
balh roll up *he What
Gravity? Optical
waft?
illusion? Sher..- magic?
•••••••••••••1114114V
011•••
R
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Ranger repeating pistol, western repeating
carbine, holster, build*
belt, 3' silver bullets,
kit Nei tl

aggravation
party size game

8

Aker sale,
price 4.49

Thrills, excitement, opgraVating setbacks. Up
to 6 players try to get
"home safe". Deluxe
edition.

111

WOOLCO EASTGATE
5100 Park Ave.
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2.37

age
western
rifle outfit
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99

After sale
price 2.99

247.,
Chow and capture
your o--.
'mon' With
Shaker. Far 24Pop-O-Motit tr)*
players.

ments

,t

97

adjustable
bar stool

Commit-

as members of the
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. The matter
will be referred by 'Nikons.
Institute to "-.e Conference
itOrrtmsideratiort of the elmtractual, financial, and other
implications o f A labama 1
State University's unexpected action.

*VIA

WOOLCO GATEWAY
3230 Jackson Ave.

STORE HOURS: OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. - 10 P.M., SUNDAYS 12 Noon - 6 P.M.

TOurArmy rimresentative
wantsto talk to you
abouta Writhe raise.
The Army's getting a dramatic pay increase.
At a minimum,the new starting salaries will be doubled.
And you still get free meals,free housing,free clothing,
free medical and dental care,free job-training and education,
and 30 days' paid vacation a year. For all the details,,,
see your nearest Army Representative listed below.
s Today's Army wants to join you
At a much higher salary..

i
JONESBORO
718 S. Main Street
Jonesboro.AR 72401
932-4177 - .

MEMPHIS
3206,Thomas Street
Memphis, TN 38127
358-0062

SENATOBIA
222 East Main '
Senatobia, M5_38668
562-8322 ,

HARRISBURG
408 Market Street
Harrisburg, AR 72432
578-5233

MEMPHIS
Room 12, 167 N. Main Streef
Memphis, TN 38103
534-3547

HELENA
321 York Street
Helena, Arkansas 72342
338-6671

BLYTHVILLE
Room 106 Federal Building
Blythville, AR 72315
763-6406

PARIS
107 East Wood
Paris, TN 38242
642-3696

OXFORD
1104 Van Buren
Oxford, MS 38655
234-6515

CLARKSDALE
2nd Floor,PO Building
Clarksdale, MS 38614
624-8192 I
'

CORINTH.
403 Fillmore Street
Corinth, MS 38834
286.6674

'

MEMPHIS
4111 South Plaza DriNe
Memphis,TN 38116
396-3506

WEST MEMPHIS
112 East Thompson
West Memphis, AR72301
735-5378

MEMPHIS
1399 Airways Blvd.
Nlemphis, TN 38114
.191.7393

SAVANNAH
113 S. Guinn
Savannah, TN 38372
925-5376
e
! CLEVELAND
! 109 South Sharp
r.leveland, MS 38732
,843-9820

GRENADA
299 S. Main St.
Grenada, MS 38901
226-4631

.
MILAN
304 South Main'
Milan. TN 38358
686-3377

DYERSBURG
Basement PO. Building
Dyersburg, TN 38024
285-5830
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store and food center
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1.4140-foot

A\

long

tinsel garland

is full 3inches thick, tarnish and
flameproof. Gold. silver.
blue-green. Christmas red.

1.3712

shiny
rayon satin ornaments
21/2-inch diameter size in a
host of bright and glimmery
Christmas colors.

3.97se,

of 50
miniature tree lights

Snap-in bulbs are easily replaceable. come in assorted
colors or all clear.

*!•••

• ••

2.97

Vinyl wreaths for door or window
Thick, lull wreaths in your choice 0119- inch size
Italian holly or 17-inch size pine with pine cones.

97'
Pick

from 4
Christmas lamps

13 roly-poly Santa
figure, shown. 13 Noel
candle or snowman or
14 Santa
candle.

Illuminated Santa face
Big 22x26-inch plaque has heavy
weather-resistant back. fully UL
approved cord.

4.97

lnsta-Shape 7-toot artificial Scotch pine

II

Like-real green tree comes ready to decorate, no branches
to shape or insert. Fire retardant and fade resistant.

25-light outdoor
weather-proof set

Pre-assembled 6/
1
2-foot Canadian pine tree

Each tight burns independently.
With add-on connector and clips.
Assorted colors.

Easy-to-shape green tree is so realistic looking it even has
pine cones,too.Sturdy steel pole. Fire retardant.
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